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NEW QUESTION: 1
What is the first command necessary when configuring SSH after entering global configuration
mode?
A. line ssh
B. management
C. line vty
D. management ssh
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
You have a database named DB1. There is no memory-optimized filegroup in the database.
You run the following query:
The following image displays the execution plan the query optimizer generates for this query:
Users frequently run the same query with different values for the local variable @lastName. The
table
named Person is persisted on disk.
You need to create an index on the Person.Person table that meets the following requirements:
1 . All users must be able to benefit from the index.
2 . FirstName must be added to the index as an included column.
What should you do?
A. Create a hash index on the table.
B. Create a nonclustered index on the table.
C. Create a clustered index on the table.
D. Create a nonclustered column store index on the table.
E. Create a nonclustered filtered index on the table.
F. Create a clustered column store index on the table.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
If an Ethernet port on a router was assigned an IP address of 172.16.112.1/20, what is the

maximum number of hosts allowed on this subnet?
A. 0
B. 1
C. 2
D. 3
E. 4
Answer: E
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference: Each octet represents eight bits. The bits, in turn, represent (from left
to right): 128, 64, 32 , 16 , 8, 4, 2, 1 Add them up and you get 255. Add one for the all zeros
option, and the total is 256. Now take away one of these for the network address (all zeros) and
another for the broadcast address (all ones). Each octet represents 254 possible hosts. Or 254
possible networks. Unless you have subnet zero set on your network gear, in which case you
could conceivably have 255. The CIDR addressing format (/20) tells us that 20 bits are used for
the network portion, so the maximum number of networks are 2
Related Posts20 minus one if you have subnet zero enabled, or
minus 2 if not.
You asked about the number of hosts. That will be 32 minus the number of network bits,
minus two. So calculate it as (2
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